
At a glance

Location: Tijuana (Mexico)

Job ID: HRC0722191

Start date: as soon as possible

Entry level: 3-5 years

Type: Full time

Contract: Permanent

Apply to this position online by following the 
URL and entering the Job ID in our job search. 
Alternatively, you can also scan the QR code 
with your smartphone:

Job ID: HRC0722191
www.infineon.com/jobs

OneSAP - Staff Analyst Intercompany Shipment (SAP 
SD / LE / TM)

Job description
The SAP Consultant - Analyst would involve analyzing forthcoming business processes, 
configuring upcoming SAP software releases, and offering expertise in implementing 
and customizing upcoming SAP solutions. The role will require close collaboration with 
stakeholders to gather future requirements, design solutions, and ensure seamless 
integration of SAP modules to meet evolving business needs, all while upholding 
system integrity and adhering to best practices.

 In your new role you will:

Act as an intercompany shipment/shipment solutions track lead within SAP 
rollout projects for North America sites, such as Tijuana, Austin, Mesa.

Gather and consolidate requirements from the business stakeholders and 
consult them on how to realize their need.

Coordinate technical realization, propose solution design, perform system 
prototyping and configuration, perform integration tests, user acceptance tests 
and drive go-live activities together with the users.

Manage external service providers to enable smooth transition from project to 
operations and stable knowledge-transfer, monitor and support stable IT 
operations.

Handle operational change requests and ensure that proposed solutions do not 
impact existing system stability.

Look for innovative solutions to drive improvements on application level.

Share your knowledge and best-practices with other project team members.

Profile
 You are best equipped for this task if you have:

A degree in Business Informatics, Informatics, Computer Science, Supply Chain 
Management or similar.

At least 3-5 years professional experience in the SAP environment within the IT 
department or as an SAP consultant.

Knowledge of SAP S4/HANA and SAP ERP is highly preferred, hands-on SAP 
Configuration experience is a must.

Expertise and experience with SAP SD (Sales & Distribution) or SAPLE (Logistics 
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Expertise and experience with SAP SD (Sales & Distribution) or SAPLE (Logistics 
Execution) or SAP TM (Transit Management) is a must, at least 1 SAP full cycle 
implementation is highly preferred.

Deep understanding of end to end Supply Chain Management is added 
advantage.

Strong problem analytical and problem solving skills.

A high customer-orientation and a solution-oriented mindset.

Advanced intercultural skills to collaborate in an international environment.

Fluency in English is a must.

Availability to travel abroad.

Benefits

 Coaching, mentoring networking possibilities; Bus Transportation ; Wide Tijuana:
range of training offers & planning of career development; Different career paths: 
Project Management, Technical Ladder, Management & Individual Contributor; 
Health Benefits; On-site social counselling and works doctor; Health promotion 
programs; Fitness Center; On-site Cafeteria; Life insurance ; Afore; Performance 
bonus, Savings fund ; Accessibility, access for wheelchairs

Why Us
 Driving decarbonization and digitalization. Together.

Infineon designs, develops, manufactures, and markets a broad range of 
semiconductors and semiconductor-based solutions, focusing on key markets in the 
automotive, industrial, and consumer sectors. Its products range from standard 
components to special components for digital, analog, and mixed-signal applications 
to customer-specific solutions together with the appropriate software. 

We are on a journey to create the best Infineon for everyone. 
This means we embrace diversity and inclusion and welcome everyone for who they 
are. At Infineon, we offer a working environment characterized by trust, openness, 
respect and tolerance and are committed to give all applicants and employees equal 
opportunities. We base our recruiting decisions on the applicant´s experience and 
skills. 
We look forward to receiving your resume, even if you do not entirely meet all the 
requirements of the job posting. 
Please let your recruiter know if they need to pay special attention to something in 
order to enable your participation in the interview process. 

 for more information about Diversity & Inclusion at Infineon. Click here
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